ON CONVERSE GAP THEOREMS
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GEORGE PÖLYA
1. In what follows, I consider power series with preassigned
efficients. I write such a series in the form
(1)

aiZXl + a2zX2 +

The numbers

a„ are different

(2)

• • • +

a„zx» +

vanishing

co-

• • • .

from 0 and the X„ are integers,

0 < Xi < X2 < • • • < Xn < Xn+1< • • • .

I assume that the radius of convergence
ent from 0.
I quote two well known theoremsO).

of the series (1) is finite and differ-

Theorem I. If
(3)

lim wX„ = 0
n—*os

the domain of existence of the analytic function
the circle of convergence of the series (1).

defined by (1) is the interior

of

Theorem II. If
(4)

lim inf riK? = 0
n—►
«

the domain of existence of the analytic function defined by (1) is a simply connected part of the z-plane (from which it follows that the function defined by (1)

is uniform).
Is it possible to improve these theorems by enlarging the hypothesis?
Is there a less exacting hypothesis leading to the same conclusion ? I say no.

In fact I shall solve the following problems(2).
Presented to the Society, February 22, 1941; received by the editors June 4, 1941.
(') In the following the two parts of my paper Untersuchungen über Lücken und Singularitäten von Potenzreihen, Mathematische
Zeitschrift, vol. 29 (1929), pp. 549-640 and Annais

of Mathematics, (2), vol. 34 (1933),pp. 731-777will be quoted as LS I and LS II. For Theorem
I (Fabry's

theorem)

see LS I, p. 627, Theorem

Via; for Theorem

II (theorem

of the present

author) see LS II, p. 737, Theorem B.
(2) These problems

have been stated,

with an indication

of the proof: I in Comptes

Rendus

de l'Academie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 208 (1939), pp. 709-711; II in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical
Acta Litterarum

Society, vol. 47 (1941), p. 207. A problem related to I was stated by G. Szegö,
ac Scientiarum Szeged, vol. 1 (1923), p. 73.
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Problem
I. Given an infinite sequence ofintegers Xi, X2, • • • , X„, • • • satisfying (2) but not satisfying (3), find a power series of the form (1) defining an
analytic function whose domain of existence extends beyond the circle of convergence.
Problem
II. Given an infinite sequence of integers \\,\2, ■ ■ ■ , X„, • ■ • satisfying (2) but not satisfying (4), find a power series of the form (1) defining a
multiform analytic function (whose domain of existence, consequently, cannot be
a simply connected part of the z-plane).

2. It is of some interest to restate the facts which we proposed to prove
in a different terminology.
This terminology
is due to Borel but, so far as I
know, it was used by him just once(3) and it has never been used since.
Let us consider power series whose radius of convergence is different from
0 and °° and let us say that two such series

0

0

belong to the same class, if they have the same distribution
of nonvanishing
coefficients, that is if, for « = 0, 1, 2, • • • , c„ and c„' are either both 0 or both
different from 0. In fact, a class of power series is characterized
by those
powers of z whose coefficients do not vanish, and therefore by an increasing
sequence of integers Xi, X2, • • • and all series belonging to the class have the
same form (1)(4). Let us call

lim n\„ ,
n—* do

lim inf n\n ,
n—» 00

lim sup wX„
n—»w

(in the given order) the density, the lower density and the upper density of
the class (the first may not exist, but the second and the third necessarily
exist). With this terminology,
we may compound Theorem I and Problem I
into one short statement
(and the same for Theorem II and Problem II):
I. In order that all power series of a class have their circle of convergence as
natural boundary it is necessary and sufficient that the density of the class be 0.
II. In order that all power series of a class define uniform analytic functions
it is necessary and sufficient that the lower density of the class be 0.

A few other well known facts on the singularities
quite elegantly stated in the same terminology(5).

of power series may be

(3) Comptes Rendus de l'Academie des Sciences, Paris, vol. 137 (1903), pp. 695-697.
(4) Series (1) corresponds to the (evidently
of z" is zero in all series of the class.

unessential)

assumption

that

the coefficient

(5) See also, for further literature, LS I, p. 622, Theorem Ilia for the first, and LS II, p. 745,
Theorem

IV for the third statement.

The second statement
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Each class contains non-continuable power series.
In order that a class contain a power series having on its circle of convergence
a pole and no other singular point, it is necessary and sufficient, that the sequence
Ai, X2, • • • contain nearly all integers, that is, either all integers or all with a
finite number of exceptions.
In order that a class contain a power series having on its circle of convergence
an essential singular point (an isolated singularity
which is not a pole and not
a branch point) and no other singular point, it is necessary and sufficient that
the density of the class exist and be 1.
These theorems seem to suggest that there are a few more of the same

kind.
3. Our solution of the Problems
(5)

I and II uses some properties

F(l)z + P(2)s2 + • • • + F{m)zm -\-=

$(z)

where F(z) denotes an entire function of exponential
type(6).
periodic function h(<p) of the real variable <p, defined by

(6)

of the series

The real-valued

h(<j>)= lim sup r~l log | F(re<*) |
T—»00

is called the indicator of F(z). The series (5) has a finite radius of convergence
and its analytic continuation
is closely connected with the indicator h(<p). I
quote the following fact(7):

If
(7)

h(-

TT/2) < TT,

Ä(x/2)

< TT

then the function $(z) defined by the series (5) is regular along the negative real
axis, and also at the point 3= <x>in whose neighborhood it has the development

F(*f» = - F(0) - —-

(8)

1)

F(- 2)
- -i—^-.

This theorem yields a quick solution of Problem
the sequence of integers Xi, X2, • • • does not satisfy
positive a, such that

II. In fact, assume that
(4). Then there exists a

n
— > a.

(9)

X„

Define

do)

G(*)= n(i-£\
„_i \

X2/

. (6) Defined in LS I, p. 578.
(7) See LS I, pp. 604-609, especially formulae (72) and (73), p. 609. Observe that the *(z)
of these formulae differs by an additive

constant

from the *(z) of the present formula
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It follows from (9), (10) that, for r >0,
*L /

r2\

"

/

a2r2\

sin iirar

e*ar — e~Tar

(id Gw = „_i
n \ i+-X2/ > „=i
n(i+—)
= ——
= —:—•
\
n2 /
iTar
lirar
Define F(z) by the equation
(12)

irzF(z)G(z) = sin its.

F(z) is evidently
tegral m

an entire

function

(13)

F(m) = <
{

(14)

F(0) = 1,

j(-

of exponential

l)x»/(XnG'(X„))

type(8).

if

0

For positive

in-

m = Xn

if w^X,

and, by virtue of (11) and (12),
(15)

lim supr-1 log | F(+

ir)\ ^ x — ira.

r—»«

Consider

the power series, arising
/"
o

from (5),

Hz^dz = E

F(m)zm

l

w

"

(-

= E \
„=i

l)x"zx"

' . •

X^G (Xn)

Series (16) is evidently
of form (1). The condition
(7) is fulfilled, see (6)
and (15). Therefore, the analytic continuation
of (16) along the negative real
axis is possible. But, in a certain neighborhood
of the point z= oo, we have,
by virtue of (8) and (14), with a certain constant C,

F(- 1)
$(z)z->-dz= C - log z H-1-f-

F(-

z

and therefore

the analytic

continuation

Thus (16) fulfills all the requirements

2)

2z2

of (16) is not a single-valued

function.

of Problem II.

4. Now we are going to solve Problem I. We use again the series (5) and
the connection between the analytic continuation
of this series and the indicator h(<f>).We need now the following facts(9).

To each entire function F(z) of exponential type corresponds a bounded and
closed convex domain 3, called the indicator diagram of F(z). The domain 3 lies

in the half-plane
x cos <t>+ y sin <j>— h(<p) 5= 0
(*) In fact, (24) holds also for the present

F{z).

(8) See LS I, pp. 604-609, especially p. 606. (Correct the misprint at the end of the fourteenth line from the top of p. 606; read Ä(0) instead of 0.) I write as usual z = x+iy
in the following statement and later in (26), and (27).
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but has a point on the boundary of this half-plane; this holds for all real <p. If the
circle of convergence of the power series (5) is a natural boundary, the boundary
of the indicator diagram 3 of F{z) contains a segment of a vertical straight line,
of length not less than 2ir, limiting 3 from the right.
We shall use this fact at the end of the following construction
which we
divide in successive steps.
i. We start from a sequence Xi, X2, • • • that does not satisfy (3). It follows
that, for a fixed a, 0 <a < 1, there are arbitrarily
distant intervals of the form
ra<x<r
which contain more than r8 points of the sequence Xi, X2, • • • , 8
being positive, sufficiently small, but fixed(10). Thus we can choose a sequence
of increasing positive integers n\, n?,, ■ ■ ■ and a positive 8, satisfying the following condition:

(I) The interval

between

(nk —l/2)/21/2

and nk —1/2, which I denote by

contains at least 8nk points of the sequence Xi, X2, • • • .
By rejecting if necessary certain elements of the chosen sequence, we can
find a sequence (a subsequence
of the first chosen sequence, which, by an appropriate change of notation, will be called again «i, «2, • • • ) satisfying not
only condition (I) but also the following:

< (nk - h)/2l'i,

(II)

IW2

In fact,
being fixed, both inequalities
(II) are satisfied by any sufficiently great nk.
Call those elements of the sequence Xi, X2, • • • which are contained in the
intervals 2V,72, • • • , Ik, • • • , numbered in order of magnitude, pi, pi, p$, • • • .
ii. Using the sequence pi, pt, ■ ■ • we just constructed,
define

cm

«'>-n(>-^>
n

This definition is different from (10), which we used in solving
and which we disregard now. We shall estimate

(18)

(nk - !)-* log I G(nk - §)! -= £

Problem

II,

<»* - i)-1 log

= Si + s2 + s3.
S2 contains those terms of the sum on the right-hand
side of the first line
whose ßj is contained
in Ik; Si those terms whose p, is contained
in one of
(10) The easy proof can be left to the reader;

it is contained

in the fuller developments

LS I, pp. 556-560, especially in (14) p. 559.
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the intervals Ii, Ii, ■ ■ ■ , Ik-i", S3 those whose /x, is in one of the intervals
Ik+u Ik+2, ■ ■ ■ ■These intervals do not overlap, by the first inequality
(II). If
Pi is in Si then /u,<«4_i—1/2
and therefore, by the second inequality
(II),

(19)

Si < (»»M)-1'*-^

äs«*;—>=o. If u,is
negative,

in S3 then

ßj>nk

(20)

— 1/2 and

therefore

each

term

in S3 is

S3 < 0.

The terms in S2 are also negative, and in number not less than w^S, by
condition
(I); the single term decreases algebraically
(increases in absolute
value) as Uj increases. We obtain the (algebraically)
greatest value of S%by
taking as few terms as possible and terms as close to the left-hand end point of
Ik as possible. If the summation
is extended to the integers / satisfying.
(nk -

i)/2«*

< / < (nk -

\)/2U*

+ nkh

we have

s2 <£(«*-I)"1

log [(^~)2-

1]

(21)
/.

U/2I/2)+5

/ 1

By (18), (19), (20), (21) we obtain,

\

n running

through

the positive

integers,

that
(22)

lim inf (n - |)-[ log \ G{n - \) \ < 0.

iii. Define F(z) by (12). From (12) and (22) it follows that
h(0) = lim sup r~l log | F(r) \
r—mo

(23)

i
= lim sup (n - \) log —-—r—-—j

«->»

t(n — 5) I G(n — 5) I

> 0.

On the other hand, if \ z\ =r,

(24)

\F(z)\£F(ir)<mi

+ -)

=-

and therefore, by (6), for all real <p

(25)
Inequalities
tor diagram

h{4>)g t.
for h(<p) are equivalent to geometric conditions for 3, the indicaof F(z). In the present case, F(z) is an even function and real-
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valued for real z; so 3 is symmetrical
with respect to the real and to the imaginary axes. By (25), 3 is contained in the circle
(26)

X2+yZ

By (23), it has a common

=

TT2.

point with the vertical

(27)

line

x = Ä(0)

and no point with an abscissa greater

then /z(0). But the segment,

intercepted

on the line (27) by the circle (26) is shorter than 27r, because, by (23), h(0) >0;
there is no segment of a vertical line, of length greater than or equal to 2ir, on the
boundary of the indicator diagram 3.
iv. This last result shows that the series (5)
00

(28)

°°

(_

1)*'"2'xn

$(z) = x>(W)2» = yj
1

n—1

Prfj

(Mn)

is continuable, by virtue of the fact quoted at the beginning of this section.
Series (28) is not exactly of the form (1), because some of the coefficients an
may be zero, if jui, m, • • • is a proper subsequence of Xi, X2, • • • and not identical with the latter. If the coefficient of zx» in (28) is 0, add the term

XJ
to (28). The series obtained in this way is exactly
all requirements
of Problem I.

of the form (1) and satisfies
.

Brown University,
Providence, R. I.
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